Satisfiability, implication, and equivalence problems involving conjunctive inequalities are important and widely encountered database problems that need to be efficiently and effectively processed. In this article we consider two popular types of arithmetic inequalities, (X op Y) and (X op C), where X and Y are attributes, C is a constant of the domain or X, and op ʦ {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ, , Ͼ, Ն}. These inequalities are most frequently used in a database system, inasmuch as the former type of inequality represents a -join, and the latter is a selection. We study the satisfiability and implication problems under the integer domain and the real domain, as well as under two different operator sets ({Ͻ, Յ, ϭ, Ն, Ͼ} and {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ, , Ն, Ͼ}). Our results show that solutions under different domains and/or different operator sets are quite different. Out of these eight cases, excluding two cases that had been shown to be NP-hard, we either report the first necessary and sufficient conditions for these problems as well as their efficient algorithms with complexity analysis (for four cases), or provide an improved algorithm (for two cases). These iff conditions and algorithms are essential to database designers, practitioners, and researchers. These algorithms have been implemented and an experimental study comparing the proposed algorithms and those previously known is conducted. Our experiments show that the proposed algorithms are more efficient than previously known algorithms even for small input.
INTRODUCTION
Efficiently and effectively solving the satisfiability problem (whether there exists a contradiction in a formula consisting of conjunctive inequalities) unsatisfiable if the domain of X is integer; and the formula ((X Ͻ 3) ∨ (X Ͼ 1)) is a tautology, because it evaluates true under any assignment.
In this article we only focus on conjunctive formulae. Solutions to problems involving disjunctive formulae are generally more difficult. Throughout this study, let S and T be two conjunctive formulae. S and T are also considered to be two sets of inequalities in order to simplify our presentation, where conjunctions among set members (inequalities) are assumed. There are three problems to be studied: implication, satisfiability, and equivalence as defined in the following.
Definition 1.4 Implication. S implies T, denoted as S f T, if and only if every assignment that satisfies S also satisfies T.
Satisfiability/Contradiction. S is satisfiable if and only if there exists at least one assignment for S that satisfies S. Otherwise, there is a contradiction in S.
Equivalence. S and T are equivalent if and only if S implies T and T implies S.
Because the equivalence between S and T is defined on the basis of implication between S and T, it is sufficient for us to study only the implication and satisfiability problems. We are interested in identifying the most efficient algorithms for these problems. We study these problems under different restrictions, and the following are the major types of restrictions that can be placed:
Operator Set. Operators of inequalities can be put into two different groups: OP ¬ ' def {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ, Ն, Ͼ} or OP all ' def {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ, , Ն, Ͼ}, where ' def stands for "defined as."
Problems with inequalities involving OP ¬ are likely to be solved more efficiently, whereas problems with inequalities involving OP all are usually more difficult to solve. The intuition as to why there exists such a difference is that is basically a sort of negation, whereas in logic, negations introduce complexity of solutions. By applying the following equivalence transformations, the operator set can be further reduced.
͑X ϭ C͒ ϵ ͑X Յ C͒ ∧ ͑X Ն C͒;
͑X Ͻ C͒ ϵ ͑X Յ C͒ ∧ ͑X C͒;
Due to the conjunction of inequalities, OP ¬ and OP all can be equivalently reduced to: OP ¬ Variables/Constants Domains. We assume that all variables and constants will have the same type of domains (either integer or real). The general satisfiability and implication problems in the integer domain have been shown to be NP-hard [Rosenkrantz and Hunt 1980] . However, the study of these problems under the real domain has not been addressed in the literature. As we found in this study, solutions to the problems under the real domain differ significantly from those under the integer domain.
In this article, we study "Is S satisfiable?" and "Does S imply T?" We assume that any variable in T, say X, is also included in the variables of S, unless X appears in inequalities (X op X) ʦ T only (in this case, the inequality must be either a tautology that can be removed or a contradiction that makes the formula unsatisfiable). The sizes of S and T (the number of inequalities of S and T, denoted as ͉S͉ and ͉T͉, respectively) are used as the basic measurement of the problem size. We also assume that accessing a variable only takes constant time. The similar assumption has been widely adopted in analyses of algorithms.
1 In addressing the implication problem, we assume that the same restriction or assumption is applied to both S and T simultaneously. We elect not to discuss situations where S and T have different restrictions (because it is rather unlikely that such a situation exists in practice) and the explosion of the combinations of different situations.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section 2 a comparison with previous results is made after we briefly review the previous work. Our contributions are pointed out. The relationship among algorithms for solving satisfiability and implications problems is also provided. Section 3 discusses the satisfiability problem, and Section 4 addresses the implication problem. In Section 5, we provide a Cϩϩ implementation and experimental results. Finally, we conclude this study in Section 6.
RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Because solving the satisfiability and implication problems is central to database systems, these problems have received fairly intensive studies.
2 Rosenkrantz and Hunt [1980] discuss the satisfiability and equivalence of conjunctive mixed predicates containing inequalities of the form (X op C), (X op Y), or (X op Y ϩ C), where only the integer domain is assumed. In that paper, the general satisfiability and implication problems (op is OP all ) are shown to be NP-hard in the integer domain. An O(͉S͉ 3 ) algorithm is also given for the restrictive satisfiability and implications problems where " " is not allowed (op is OP ¬ ) in inequalities. Later, discuss the same implication problems (Does S imply T), and extend the results by providing an algorithm with the same complexity to solve the problem even if " " is allowed in inequalities in T (but not in S).
The restrictive implication of conjunctive queries involving inequalities of the form (X OP ¬ Y) where both integer and real domains are considered has been studied in Aho et al. [1979a Aho et al. [ , 1979b , and Klug [1983, 1984] . Klug [1988] generalizes the implication problem by including inequalities of the form (X OP ¬ C) as well as (X OP ¬ Y), whereas it only assumes the dense totally ordered domains (e.g., the real domain) and does not allow the integer domain. Ullman [1989] gives an algorithm with the complexity of O(͉S͉ 3 ϩ ͉T͉) for the implication of conjunctive predicates containing only inequalities of the form (X OP all Y) for both integer and real domains (selections are left out). Sun and Weiss [1994] provide an improved algorithm with the complexity O(͉S͉ 2.376 ϩ ͉T͉) for this situation. In this article we study the satisfiability and implication problems involving inequalities of the form either (X op Y) or (X op C) under both integer and real domains and under OP ¬ and OP all , respectively. As shown in Table I , we have either reported the first efficient algorithms or improved the previous best known algorithms for various situations (implication versus satisfiability problem, integer versus real domain, OP ¬ versus OP all ). More precisely, the following contributions are significant to this study (also see Table I): -We report the first linear algorithm for the general satisfiability in the real domain involving OP all . -We improve the previous best known O (͉S͉ 3 ) [Rosenkrantz and Hunt 1980; Sun et al. 1989 ] to O(͉S͉) for the restricted satisfiability in the integer domain involving OP ¬ .
-We improve the previous best known O(͉S͉ 3 ϩ ͉T͉) [Rosenkrantz and Hunt 1980; Sun et al. 1989 ] to O(͉S͉ 2 ϩ ͉T͉) for the restricted implication in the integer domain involving OP ¬ .
-We report the first O(͉S͉ 2 ϩ ͉T͉) algorithm for the restricted implication in the real domain. [Sun and Weiss 1994] which only allow the inequalities of the form (X op Y).
As a summary, Table I gives the results and comparisons with previous best known results.
Before we proceed to detailed discussions, we first present the following two theorems that relate time complexity bounds of algorithms for satisfiability and implication problems. 
This theorem follows from the fact that S implies T if and only if
We have implemented all these algorithms, and conducted a comparative study in Section 5. The Cϩϩ programs for the algorithms can be obtained by anonymous ftp from ͗archive.fiu.edu͘ under ͗weisun͘ directory, which may be of assistance to database designers, practitioners, and researchers.
IS S SATISFIABLE?
We first discuss the restricted satisfiability problem (i.e., OP ¬ is used for inequalities). In Section 3.2 the general satisfiability problem is discussed (i.e., OP all is used for inequalities).
The Restricted Satisfiability Problem
We first consider the integer domain. Then we extend to the real domain.
With the integer domain, it is sufficient to consider op ʦ {Ͻ, Յ} for inequalities of the type (X op Y) ʦ S because of symmetry, and op ʦ {Յ, Ն} for inequalities of the type (X op C), because (X Ͻ C) is equivalent to (X Յ C Ϫ 1) and (X Ͼ C) is equivalent to (X Ն C ϩ 1).
Definition 3.1.1 A labeled directed graph for an inequality set S, denoted as G S ϭ (V S , E S ), is a directed graph with each node X in V S Satisfiability and Implication Problems
• one-to-one corresponding to a distinct variable X in S, and each edge from node X to node Y and labeled with R, denoted as (X, Y, R) ʦ E S , one-to-one corresponding to an inequality (X R Y) ʦ S, where the label R is either Ͻ or Յ.
G S captures some important properties that are useful in the construction of our algorithms. For any two nodes X and Y in G S , if there exists a directed path from X to Y, then, clearly, (X Ͻ Y) or (X Յ Y) is implied by S. The "Ͻ" or "Յ" is determined by the labels of the edge(s) in the path. 
, (Y Ն 0)}, the minimum ranges for X and Y are (Ϫϱ, 6] and [2, 5] , respectively. Because (X Յ Y) ʦ S, the "real" minimum range for X should be (Ϫϱ, 5] .
So we should further compute the "real" minimum range for each variable X, denoted as [A low X , A up X ]. We construct the "real" range for each variable X in S collapsed as follows: X is selected one by one according to its topological ordering in
X i is the assigned value for X's parent X i 3 if the edge from X i to X is labeled with "Յ", or C i ϭ A low X i ϩ1 if the edge is labeled with "Ͻ." Then we select X one by one according to its inverse topological ordering in
where C j is equal to A up X i , the assigned value for X's child X j if the edge from X to X j is labeled with "Յ," PROOF. Condition (1) is obvious. Thus we focus on Condition (2). Necessity: Let°A S be a satisfiable assignment for S, and the assigned value for any variable X in°A S is C X . C X must fall in the "real" minimum range of X, namely, A low
We only need to prove that°A min or°A max satisfies S.
As a result, all inequalities in S are satisfied by°A min . e
The algorithm to determine if S is satisfiable is given in the following steps.
Algorithm 1
Step 1: Perform the transformation on each inequality in S such that only (X{Ͻ, Յ}Y) and (X{Յ, Ն}C) exist in S. If (X Y) or (X C) is found, report NP-hard problem and exit. At the same time, eliminate the trivial inequalities, namely, (X op X) and (C 1 op C 2 ) in S. If (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, }X), or (C{Ͻ, Ͼ, }C), or (C 1 {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͼ C 2 , or (C 1 {Ͼ, Ն, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͻ C 2 , then report that S is unsatisfiable, and exit.
Step 2: Construct the minimum range [C low X , C up X ] for each X by scanning all (X{Յ, Ն}C).
Step 3: Construct the labeled directed graph G S ; detect all SCCs. If any "Ͻ" is found in any SCC, then S is unsatisfiable; exit. Otherwise, collapse SCCs and obtain an acyclic graph G S collapsed .
Step 4: Topologically sort all nodes of the graph. Then the "real" minimum ranges [A low X , A up X ] are computed.
Step 5: If any A low X Ͼ A up X , S is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, report that S is satisfiable.
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• THEOREM 3.1.1. In the integer domain involving OP ¬ , the satisfiability problem can be solved in O(͉S͉) time.
PROOF. Steps 1 and 2 can be done in one scan of each inequality in S; SCCs can be found in two depth-first-searches of G S . Finding the topological ordering of all variables of G S collapsed takes O(͉S͉) time. Finding all the "real" minimum ranges requires two traversals of G S collapsed (one in topological order and one in inverse-topological order of nodes) and the cost is
Example 3.1.1. Consider the set of inequalities S:
. Figure 1 gives the construction of°A min . We note that (X 1 Ͻ 5) is equivalent to (X 1 Յ 4) in the integer domain, and a similar transformation is applied to other selections. X 2 and X 3 constitute an SCC, thus they are collapsed into a single node, denoted as X 23 . The pair inside each node denotes the minimum range for that node. The pair outside each node denotes the "real" minimum range. parents, they will yield smaller A low X 4 ϭ 3 and A low X 4 ϭ 2, thus it is ignored). We note that A low X 7 ϭ (5) is different from C low X 7 (1) because A low X 4 is 4 with a "Ͻ" label on the edge, which will yield A low X 7 ϭ 5 (in fact, A low X 7 ϭ 5 is also a result of A low X 6 ϭ 5 and its "Յ" label on the edge).
We proceed to solve the satisfiability problem in the real domain using a similar strategy. We construct the same G S and G S collapsed as we did in the previous integer domain case.
We note that in the real domain, we can not transform (X Ͻ C) to (X Յ C Ϫ 1). Instead, we need to mark the minimum ranges to be "Ͻ" ("open bound") or "Յ" ("closed bound").
Consider a set of inequalities for variable X:
X is open (i.e., the end point of the bound is not qualified by the inequalities); otherwise, C up X is closed (i.e., the end point of the bound is qualified by the inequalities). Similarly, either an open or a closed C low X can be obtained. In other words, the difference between this case and the corresponding case in the integer domain lies in the openness and/or the closedness of the bounds.
Similarly, the "real" minimum ranges are also computed with "open" or "closed" markers on the bounds. A low
for all parents X i of X. First we need to decide the marker of C i before that of A low X . C i is "closed" if the edge between X i and X is labeled with "Յ" and A low
The marking of C j and A up X is similar.
Example 3.1.2 Using Example 3.1.1, suppose that all variables and constants are in the real domain. Figure 2 gives the construction of°A min and°A max . A proof can be easily constructed from that of Lemma 3.1.1. An algorithm to evaluate if S is satisfiable in the real domain is provided in the followup.
Algorithm 2
Step 1: Perform the transformation on each inequality in S such that only (X{Ͻ, Յ}Y) and (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, Յ, Ն}C) exists in S. If (X Y) or (X C) is found, the satisfiability will be handled in another algorithm as described in the next section, so exit. At the same time, eliminate the trivial inequalities, namely, (X op X) and (C 1 op C 2 ) in S. If (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, }X), or (C{Ͻ, Ͼ, }C), or (C 1 {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͼ C 2 , or (C 1 {Ͼ, Ն, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͻ C 2 , then report that S is unsatisfiable, and exit.
Step 2: Construct the minimum range C low X , C up X for each X by scanning all (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, Յ, Ն}C).
Step 3: Construct the labeled directed graph G S , detecting all SCCs. If any "Ͻ" is found in any SCC, then S is unsatisfiable; exit. Otherwise, collapse SCCs and obtain an acyclic graph G S collapsed .
Step 4: Topologically sort the graph. Then the "real" minimum ranges A low X , A up X are computed.
Step 5 
The General Satisfiability Problem
In the integer domain, this problem has been proved to be NP-hard [Rosenkrantz and Hunt 1980] . The known NP-complete problem of determining whether an undirected graph is three colorable [Cormen et al. 1990; Garey et al. 1976 ] is reduced to an instance of this satisfiability problem.
In the remainder of this subsection we consider only the real domain. It is sufficient to consider op ʦ {Յ, } for inequalities of the type (X op Y) ʦ S and op ʦ{Յ, Ն, } for inequalities of the type (X op C) ʦ S. For all (X Յ Y) and (X{Յ, Ն}C) in S, we construct G S , G S collapsed , the minimum ranges, and the "real" minimum ranges of S as we did in Section 3. 
Algorithm 3
Step 1: Perform the transformation on each inequality in S such that only (X{Յ, }Y) and (X{Յ, Ն, }C) exist in S. At the same time, eliminate the trivial inequalities, namely, (X op X) and (C 1 op C 2 ) in S. If (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, }X), or (C{Ͻ, Ͼ, }C), or (C 1 {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͼ C 2 , or (C 1 {Ͼ, Ն, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͻ C 2 , then report that S is unsatisfiable; exit.
Step 3: Construct the labeled directed graph G S ; detect all SCCs. If any " " is found in any SCC, then S is unsatisfiable; exit. Otherwise, collapse SCCs and obtain an acyclic graph G S collapsed .
Step 4: Topologically sort all nodes on the graph. Then, the "real" minimum ranges A low X , A up X are computed.
DOES S IMPLY T?
We first discuss the restricted implication problem (i.e., OP ¬ is used for inequalities). In Section 4.2, the general implication problem is discussed (i.e., OP all is used for inequalities).
The Restricted Implication Problem
We consider the integer domain first.
LEMMA 4.1.1 In the integer domain involving OP ¬ , S implies T if and only if S is unsatisfiable, or (1) for any (X Յ Y) ʦ T there exists a path from X to Y in G S collapsed , or
A up X Յ A low X ;
(2) for any (X Ͻ Y) ʦ T there exists a path from X to Y in G S collapsed with at least one edge of the path labeled with "Ͻ", or A up X Ͻ A low Y ;
(3) for any (X Յ C) ʦ T, C Ն A up X ; and 
PROOF. Sufficiency: If S is unsatisfiable, then S implies T. Here we only consider the situation that S is satisfiable. It is clear that if Conditions (1)-(4) are true, then any (X
Յ Y), (X Ͻ Y), (X Յ C), or (X Ն C) in T
this assignment satisfies S and contradicts (X Յ Y) ʦ T. A similar argument is applicable to Condition (2). For Condition (3), if C Ͻ A up
X , then°A max satisfies S but does not satisfy (X Յ C) ʦ T as X is assigned A up X . This is a contradiction. The proof for Condition (4) is similar. e An algorithm to evaluate if S implies T in the integer domain is provided next.
Algorithm 4
Step 1: Use Algorithm 1 to evaluate S. If S is unsatisfiable, then the implication is true; exit.
Step 2: Perform the transformation on each inequality in T such that only (X{Ͻ, Յ}Y) and (X{Յ, Ն}C) exist in T. Each variable is also replaced by its representative variable. If (X Y) or (X C) is found, report NP-hard problem and exit. At the same time, eliminate the trivial inequalities, namely, (X op X) and C 1 op C 2 ) in T. If (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, }X), or (C{Ͻ, Ͼ, }C), or (C 1 {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͼ C 2 , or (C 1 {Ͼ, Ն, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͻ C 2 , then report that the implication is not true; exit.
Step 3: Compute the transitive closure of G S collapsed and remember (in each depthfirst search) if there exists a path containing "Ͻ" edge(s) from the starting node to each child.
Step 4: For each (X Յ Y) ʦ T, if there neither exists a path from X to Y nor A up X Յ A low Y , then the implication is not true; exit.
Step 5: For each (X Ͻ Y) ʦ T, if there neither exists a path containing "Ͻ" edge(s) from X to Y nor A up X Ͻ A low Y , then the implication is not true; exit.
Step 6: For each (X Յ C) ʦ T, if C Ͻ A up X , then the implication is not true; exit.
Step 7: For each (X Ն C) ʦ T, if C Ͼ A low X , then the implication is not true; exit. Otherwise, report that the implication is true. 
PROOF. Steps 1 and 2 take O(͉S͉) time. The transitive closure of G S collapsed costs O(͉S͉). Steps 4 -7 take O(͉T͉) time. As a result, the total complexity is O(͉S͉ 2 ϩ ͉T
For the real domain, it is sufficient to consider op ʦ {Ͻ, Յ} for inequalities of the type (X op Y) ʦ S and op ʦ {Ͻ, Ͼ, Յ, Ն} for inequalities of the type (X op C) ʦ S. A proof can be constructed using the same reasoning as in Lemma 4.1.1. The algorithm to evaluate if S implies T in the real domain is provided in the following.
LEMMA 4.1.2 In the real domain involving OP ¬ , S implies T if and only if S is unsatisfiable, or
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Algorithm 5
Step 1: Use Algorithm 2 to evaluate S. If S is unsatisfiable, then the implication is true; exit.
Step 2: Perform the transformation on each inequality in T such that only (X{Ͻ, Յ}Y) and (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, Յ, Ն}C) exist in T. Each variable is also replaced by its representative variable. If (X Y) or (X C) is found, the implication is handled in Algorithm 6; exit. At the same time, eliminate the trivial inequalities, namely, (X op X) and (C 1 op C 2 ) in T. If (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, }X), or (C{Ͻ, Ͼ, }C), or (C 1 {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͼ C 2 , or (C 1 {Ͼ, Ն, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͻ C 2 , then report that the implication is not true; exit.
Step 3: Compute the transitive closure of G S collapsed and remember if there exists a path containing one or more "Ͻ" edges from X to Y.
Step 7: For each (X Ͻ C) ʦ T, if C Ͻ A up X , or C ϭ A up X and A up X is "closed", then the implication is not true; exit.
Step 8: For each (X Ն C) ʦ T, if C Ͼ A low X , then the implication is not true; exit.
Step 9 
The General Implication Problem
For the integer domain, this implication problem is NP-hard by Theorem 2.1 and the corresponding satisfiability problem is NP-hard. In the following discussion, we only consider the real domain. A. Klug [1988] and J. Ullman [1989] proposed an O(͉S͉ 3 ϩ ͉T͉) algorithm to solve the implication problem involving inequalities of the form (X op Y).
4 This is a special case of our situation because we consider the case that the two allowed forms of inequalities are (X op Y) and (X op C), where C is a constant in the domain of X. We first briefly discuss the Klug-Ullman algorithm on which our approach is based. Klug and Ullman's [1989] approach uses an idea similar to the way that functional dependencies in a relational database system are handled, where a collection of axioms, Klug-Ullman Axioms, is used [Ullman 1989 ]. The following eight axioms for inequalities are then shown to be sound (only inferring correct inequalities) and complete (inferring all correct inequalities) [Ullman 1989 Step (1) only takes O(͉S͉) time.
Step (2) can be done in O(͉S͉ 2 ) time by performing a depth-first search, from each variable, of the graph G S ϭ (V S , E S ) whose nodes are the variables and whose arcs are the Յ relationships [Aho et al. 1983] .
Step (3) can be done in O(͉S͉ 3 ) time: for each pair X and Y, we find all those Z such that (X Յ Z Յ Y), in O(͉S͉) time, just by enumerating the Zs and checking whether (X Յ Z) and (Z Յ Y) are both known. Then we check if any two such Zs are related by . That takes O(͉S͉) time. Note that it is sufficient to check the original pairs, that is, those given in S and those added in Step (1). It is not necessary to check the new pairs added in Step (3). The total time for Step (3) is O(͉S͉) times the number of pairs of variables, which is bounded by ͉S͉ 2 . Thus the time complexity of the algorithm is O(S͉S͉ 3 ). The total time complexity of Ullman's algorithm to test whether S implies T is O(͉S͉ 3 ϩ ͉T͉). For our strategy, it is sufficient to consider op ʦ {Յ, } for inequalities of the type (X op Y) ʦ S and op ʦ {Յ, Ն, } for inequalities of the type (X op C) ʦ S. We first construct an inequality set S NEW from S as follows: let (C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k ) be all the distinct constants in ascending order of their values, which are used in all inequalities of the form (X op C i ) in S. We Satisfiability and Implication Problems • introduce k dummy variables (W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W k ) to represent these k distinct constants, and 2k Ϫ 2 inequalities,
. . , (W kϪ1 W k )} to represent the relationships among the newly introduced variables. For each (X op C i ) ʦ S, we transform it into (X op W i ), where W i represents the dummy variable for C i . Let SЈ be the inequality set after the preceding transformation, and S NEW ϭ SЈ ഫ S ADDED . G S NEW is constructed for the new inequality set S NEW in the same way that G S is constructed from S. Now S NEW only contains inequalities of the form (X op Y) ; therefore the closure of S NEW , denoted as S NEW ϩ , is computed [Ullman 1989 ]. After S NEW ϩ is computed, dummy variables are replaced back with corresponding constants. It can be directly observed that after the preceding transformation, the size of S NEW is still bounded by O(͉S͉). Note that in the satisfiability evaluation of S, we already have computed the minimum and "real" minimum ranges.
LEMMA 4.2.1 In the real domain involving OP all , S implies T if and only if S is unsatisfiable, or
PROOF. Conditions (1) and (2) directly follow the soundness and completeness of the Klug-Ullman Axioms. The proof for other conditions can be done easily. e However, the time complexity by directly applying Lemma 4.2.1 is exactly the same as that of Ullman's algorithm. We now provide a more efficient algorithm with the complexity O(͉S͉ 2.376 ϩ ͉T͉). The following algorithm is based on the one given in Sun and Weiss [1994] which handles only inequalities of the form (X op Y) .
First of all, we can see from Ullman's algorithm that the test whether an inequality of (X Յ Y) ʦ T is implied by S can be decided easily in O(͉S͉ 2 ) time. The more difficult part is to test whether an inequality of (X Y) ʦ T is implied by S (due to the Axiom 8). Thus we focus on solving this problem. An example is also provided at the end of this subsection to illustrate our approach.
Given S NEW (it is sufficient to consider the operators ʦ {Յ, }), we first construct a directed graph GЈ S NEW ϭ (V S , E S ), where V S ϭ A ഫ B ഫ C and 
The algorithm to evaluate if S implies T in the real domain is provided.
Algorithm 6
Step 1: Use Algorithm 3 to evaluate S. If S is unsatisfiable, then the implication is true; exit.
Step 2: Perform the transformation on each inequality in T such that only (X{Յ, }Y) and (X{Յ, Ն, }C) exist in T. Each variable is also replaced by its representative variable. At the same time, eliminate the trivial inequalities, namely, (X op X) and C 1 op C 2 ) in T. If (X{Ͻ, Ͼ, }X), or (C{Ͻ, Ͼ, }C), or (C 1 {Ͻ, Յ, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͼ C 2 , or (C 1 {Ͼ, Ն, ϭ}C 2 ) with C 1 Ͻ C 2 , then report that the implication is not true; exit.
Step 3: Construct GЈ S NEW and its adjacency matrices. Perform the matrix multiplication algorithm. For the deduced unequalities, replace the dummy variables back with the corresponding constants.
Step 4: Construct G S collapsed and compute the transitive closure of G S collapsed .
Step 5: For each (X Յ Y) ʦ T, if there neither exists a path from X to Y nor A up X Յ A low Y , then the implication is not true; exit.
Step 6: For each (X Y) ʦ T, if it is not in S or deduced in Step 3, the implication is not true; exit.
Step 7: For each (X Յ C) ʦ T, if C Ͻ A up X , then the implication is not true; exit.
Step 9: For each (X C) ʦ T, if it neither is in S nor deduced in Step 3, nor C Ͻ C low 
S is clearly satisfiable (e.g., {6/X 1 , 2/X 2 , 1/X 3 } is an assignment that satisfies S).
W 2 )}, where W 1 and W 2 represent integers 3 and 5, respectively. After computing all transitive relationships of G S NEW , the following can be obtained.
G S NEW and GЈ S NEW of S are shown in Figure 3 .
There are ten paths in GЈ of length 2: ((X 3 , X 23 ), (X 23 , X 1 )), ((X 3 , X 23 ), (X 23 , X 2 )), ((X 3 , X 23 ), (X 23 
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT
We have implemented all the algorithms proposed in Sections 3 and 4. The implementation is integrated into a Microsoft Windows-based graphic user interface front-end. The Cϩϩ programs can be obtained by anonymous ftp from ͗archive.fiu.edu͘ under ͗weisun͘ directory. In our implementation, we further extended the algorithms to solve the restricted problems with unequalities allowed in the inequality set in some situations. In the processing of a restricted satisfiability problem "Is S satisfiable?" in the integer domain, the unequalities in S are not touched until the satisfiability of S without the unequalities is decided. If the answer is "unsatisfiable," then the answer to the original problem is unsatisfiable. For the situation of a "satisfiable" answer, if the "real" minimum ranges of X and Y for each (X Y) ʦ S have an empty intersection, (X Y) is satisfied by any assignment that satisfies S without the unequalities. For each (X C) in S, if C does not fall in the "real" minimum range of X, (X C) is satisfied. If all the unequalities are satisfied, the final answer is "satisfiable," otherwise, the algorithm reports NP-hard.
For the restricted implication "S implies T" in the integer domain, our algorithm can handle the unequalities in some cases. The satisfiability of S is decided by the preceding algorithm. If the result is NP-hard, then NP-hard is reported for the corresponding implication problem. If the result is "unsatisfiable," the implication is true. Otherwise, we consider all the unequalities in T: for each (X Y) in T, if it is in S, or the "real" minimum ranges of X and Y have empty intersection, the unequality is implied. For each (X C) in T, if it is in S, or C does not fall in the "real" minimum range of X, then the unequality is implied. If all the unequalities in T are implied by S, the final answer to the implication is true; otherwise, the algorithm reports NP-hard.
It is noted here that a query may have hundreds of joins in a database system, especially in a deductive or logic-based system, because these database systems typically contain hundreds or thousands of rules in ever increasingly complex database applications and they are normally implemented on the underlying relational technology. This basically translates into hundreds or thousands of relational joins [Krishnamurthy et al. 1986; Gallaire et al. 1984; Ullman 1989 ]. In addition, query sizes could be huge in the ever increasingly complex database applications.
We have also implemented the previously known O(͉S͉ 3 ) algorithms for the restricted satisfiability and implication problems. Based on our implementation, we have conducted experiments to compare the performance of our algorithms with that of the previously known ones based on the computation costs of sample problems whose sizes vary from 3 to 300. We Satisfiability and Implication Problems • measured the computation costs by the CPU time (milliseconds) used to solve the sample problems as shown in Tables II and III.   5 These results clearly show the superiority of the proposed strategies: our algorithms have good to excellent improvement over previous best known results for even small-size problems. For medium and large-size problems, the improvement is obvious and its trend can be expected.
From Table III , a similar observation can be drawn as to the performance of our algorithm in solving the implication problems.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have provided a comprehensive and systematic study of these problems for conjunctive inequalities of the form (X op Y) or (X op Sample Problems S10 1 S10 2 S10 3 S10 4 S10 5 S10 6 S10 7 S10 8 S10 9 S10 10
No. C). For each of the cases (the integer domain and the real domain, OP ¬ and OP all , satisfiability versus implication problems), excluding the two cases that have been shown NP-hard, we have either reported the first necessary and sufficient conditions together with their efficient algorithms with complexity analysis or provided improved algorithms. These results are extremely essential for designers and researchers of database and logic-based systems.
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